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Abstract
Communication networks are usually managed with
network-oriented objectives such as throughput and la-
tency. However, in military networks, these objectives
are inappropriate; instead, objectives should be ori-
ented to the mission and network stakeholder perspec-
tives. A satisfactory objective function must exhibit the
following characteristics: (i) operationally meaningful,
(ii) sufficiently flexible, (iii) easy to modify, and (iv) im-
plementable and optimizable in practice. In this paper,
we present an approach to designing an implementable,
operationally meaningful objective function.

1 Introduction
Communication networks are usually managed

with network-oriented objectives such as throughput
and latency. However, in military networks, these ob-
jectives are inappropriate; instead, objectives should be
oriented to the mission and network stakeholder per-
spectives. A satisfactory objective function must exhibit
the following characteristics: (i) operationally meaning-
ful, (ii) sufficiently flexible, (iii) easy to modify, and (iv)
implementable and optimizable in practice.

In this paper, we describe Policy-based methods for
a human expert to assert statements in a light-weight
way about what should be sought or avoided, while cap-
turing the goals of multiple stakeholders. Additionally,
Policies provide a rigorous mapping to a mathemati-
cal objective function, providing the basis for accurate,
mission-oriented optimization. Each request for infor-
mation is associated with (a) an importance weight that
depends on currently pertinent policies, and (b) a set
of conformance metrics that measure how well the in-
formation request is being served. We characterize the
objective function in terms of these Policy-derived com-
ponents, and then describe how it can be implemented
and optimized in practice.

Note that any network-level performance measure
is, by definition, a global notion that cannot be com-
puted by individual nodes based solely on local infor-
mation; additional communication is required. More-
over, the delay inherent in providing this feedback is
often prohibitively slow for the rapid timescales of a

MANET. We present our approach to providing the nec-
essary feedback and computing the objective function
so that appropriate control decisions can be made in a
timely manner.

One approach to optimizing the performance of the
MANET can be found elsewhere [5].

2 Policy-based Representation of
User and Operational Concerns

To improve effective performance for network
stakeholders, we must incorporate network operator and
user perspectives in the initial solution. Our solution
lets stakeholders specify policy for incorporating user
goals and operator constraints, building on success-
ful work in airline operations and military communi-
cations [3, 4]. Policy-based systems provide a flexible,
rigorous mapping from multiple users’ intent to impor-
tance weightings of a mathematical objective function.

Policy is a means for a human expert to intuitively
assert statements, in a mathematically useful format,
about what should be sought or avoided in the domain.
Policy statements are heuristics with asserted, quantita-
tive values. The concept is central to any problem re-
quiring precise resource allocation, such as capturing
a network stakeholder’s intent. Policy-based control fa-
cilitates propagation of high-level enterprise goals down
to the operational level; the use of a single metric al-
lows us to capture the needs of multiple stakeholders
intuitively to the single decision-maker at the point of
decision. In this way, Policy-based systems also facili-
tate operator awareness of automation function.

This policy approach was pioneered in Intu-
itive Policy Specification for Optimized Flow of
Asynchronous C3I Transmission in Operations (IPSO
FACTO) [4]. IPSO FACTO enables commanders to
specify an information allocation policy, which informs
an automated communications resources management
system. In particular, relevant components include Pol-
icy Representation, Information Request, Policy Con-
formance Metrics, Adaptive Information Control, and
Multi-User Systems.

A Policy Representation states a user goal and its



relative importance. Each user’s policy is a set of state-
ments, or ‘policy elements.’ Each statement assigns an
importance value to sub-regions in multi-dimensional
space. Policy elements are sequenced in order of prece-
dence, typically from most specific to least specific.

An Information Request rk is of the form (wk, sk,
dk, ck) where wk is the owner (originator of informa-
tion request), sk is the source of the information, dk
is the set of destinations, and ck is the content charac-
terization (application type). For each information re-
quest rk, a policy provides an importance value ik =
p(wk,sk,dk,ck). Policies can be based on a single di-
mension (e.g., requests by Soldier A [Owner, wk] have
Importance ik = 0.5) or a combination of dimensions
(e.g., requests by Soldier A [Owner, wk] for Situation
Awareness Maps [Content, ck] sent by Vehicle Team B
[Source, sk] to All Other Vehicle Teams [Destinations,
dk] have Importance ik = 0.9).

Policy Conformance Metrics are a computational
framework for evaluating solutions against expressed
policy. Each request is associated with a given com-
mander’s governing policy, and is then matched against
the policy element statements, with importance deter-
mined by the first policy element match. In cases where
there is no match, we use a set of Quality of Service
(QoS) dimensions with predefined usefulness ratings
based on attributes like freshness and reliability.

Multi-User Systems give multiple users with differ-
ing interests and scopes of control authority the abil-
ity to work collaboratively to establish a single effec-
tive policy. This approach allows us to more accurately
model an operational environment where there is no sin-
gle commander who makes decisions about resource us-
age. Each commander allocates resources according to
policies of those above them in the hierarchy. New re-
quests are matched against the governing policy set.

Adaptive Information Control allocates resources,
taking into account expressed policy and world state. It
treats resource allocation as an optimization problem,
and attempts to maximize some measure of total infor-
mation delivery value. There are several ways to esti-
mate information delivery value in the objective func-
tion, e.g., ∑k ikuk(QoSk) where i is the importance as-
signed to request r and u is the function that determines
the utility of this QoS to the owner. Our definition of
the objective function is discussed in Section 3.

A critical need for users of a dynamic MANET is
the ability to view and affect ‘real-time’ network state,
which will increase the utility, stakeholder trust and ac-
ceptance of Policy-based control. The biggest chal-
lenge in developing a real-time Graphical User Interface
for network stakeholders is that users can not change
policies frequently in a realistic battlefield environment.

Stakeholders need the ability to modify active policies
without increasing their workload. The role-based pol-
icy bundles are available at runtime, with a particular
bundle’s instantiation being user initiated, or potentially
automatically invoked by a situation assessor.

Building on our prior experience with competing
stakeholders making ‘real-time’ policy changes [3], we
allow users to invoke predefined (or default) policy bun-
dles based on specific circumstances. A policy bun-
dle is a set of related policy statements that apply in
a given situation (priorities might change given differ-
ent circumstances). Initial policies and policy bundles
are derived from the mission plan or created offline by
network stakeholders as illustrated in Figure 1.

A commander might for instance have bundles
for reconnaissance, battle, or peacekeeping operations.
During reconnaissance, the commander could require
that video streams have higher priority than voice com-
munication, and all communication from a particular
advance vehicle team be given the highest priority. Dur-
ing battle, voice communication might have the highest
priority. For peacekeeping missions, the highest prior-
ity activity might be to disseminate situation awareness
maps about known hazards (e.g., mine locations).

Similarly, an individual soldier might have bundles
for battery conservation, covert, or critical operations.
During an extended mission, the soldier could want to
reduce certain data processing by their radio to conserve
battery power. When in covert operations, the soldier
might have policies that eliminate all voice communi-
cation but allow other kind of messages from select in-
dividuals or vehicle teams. During critical operations,
the priorities on voice communication might be highest.
Note that simple user interfaces can be used to instanti-
ate policy bundles, e.g. by pressing a radio button to go
into battery conservation mode.

Our approach avoids many of the pitfalls resulting
from ad hoc user interface design and non-policy based
techniques. We make optimization definition accessi-
ble to network stakeholders, providing a single metric
for quick ‘real-time’ comparison of options. Our policy
definition techniques provide the flexibility needed to
modify the objective function to address different user
goals and preferences, and different operational require-
ments. Just as importantly, they provide a clear map-
ping between the needs of multiple users and the objec-
tive function, ensuring that we are optimizing the users’
current needs. Our tool allows network stakeholders to
easily define new policies and their relative importance
to whatever level of specificity they desire. Rather than
(incorrectly) guessing user intent, we give users direct
control of the system, thereby ensuring the utility, stake-
holder trust and acceptance of the network.



Figure 1. The Policy-based control approach enables commanders and soldiers to quickly and safely change current
networking policies that drive performance goals.

3 Objective Function
Our policy-based control approach yields an oper-

ationally meaningful objective function. The next re-
quirement is to demonstrate that it can be implemented.
The main challenges are (1) to provide a mathematical
structure that allows distributed nodes to collectively
contribute to the global function, and (2) to distribute
the feedback quickly and without adding overhead.

As a basis for the mathematical structure of the ob-
jective function, we have developed two scalar mea-
sures that characterize the overall MANET perfor-
mance, namely, network overhead and effectiveness,
treated collectively as the objective function to drive a
network performance optimizer. These definitions of
network overhead and effectiveness can be easily en-
hanced over time as they offer considerable flexibility
to handle both planned and unplanned changes in the
MANET.

Note that there are two potential optimization prob-
lem formulations:

1. Maximize Effectiveness subject to constraints on
Overhead

2. Minimize Overhead subject to constraints on Ef-
fectiveness

While mathematically equivalent, these two formula-
tions lead to different practical issues. The first for-
mulation is most suitable when the MANET has been
found to be highly wasteful and it is desirable to keep
the Overhead below a smaller, known value, while pro-
viding the best possible Effectiveness. The second for-
mulation is appropriate when there are strong indica-
tions that a mission will be successful if and only if the
Effectiveness is no less than a certain value.

3.1 Overhead
Network overhead quantifies how much bandwidth

the MANET wastes as a by-product of application-
level data transfer. (Overhead is the opposite of Good-
put.) Thus, the source of network overhead includes
RTS/CTS/ACK packets, header of DATA packets, pack-
ets due to retransmission & forwarding, feedback for
optimization purposes, etc. Moreover, multicast and
network coding, in general, lead to a smaller network

Figure 2. Effectiveness and Overhead. A goal of Over-
head ≤ c1 and Effectiveness ≥ c2 determines an optimal
operating point.

overhead than unicast and pure routing, respectively,
since they require fewer transmissions to achieve the
same amount of application-level data transfer.

To mathematically capture the intended meaning of
network overhead, we propose the following approach:
Suppose the MANET has N nodes and suppose, dur-
ing a given time interval, the PHY layer of each node
i transmits mi bits over the wireless channel, while the
APP layer of each node i receives ni bits from lower-
layers. Then, the network overhead during this time in-
terval, O, can be defined as

O , ∑N
i=1 mi−∑N

i=1 ni

N
, (1)

where the numerator represents the number of transmis-
sions, or bandwidth, that is wasted and the denominator
is a normalization factor so that the network overhead is
defined on a per-node basis.

For instance, if N = 2 and node 1 sends a packet
of 5 bits to node 2, of which 4 bits are application-level
data, then the network overhead should be 1-bit-total,
or 1/2-bit-per-node. Indeed, we have m1 = 5, m2 = 0,
n1 = 0, n2 = 4, and O = 1/2 from Equation 1.

3.2 Effectiveness
Unlike network overhead, the definition of network

effectiveness is more complex, since it is intended to
quantify how well the MANET satisfies the following
application and node requirements from mission, sit-
uational, and social standpoints. If there are K such
requirements, and a set of weights wk assigned by the
Policy-based approach, then we can define Effective-



ness as follows:

E , ∑K
k=1 wk fk

∑K
k=1 wk

(2)

Each network effectiveness component fk represents a
measure of how well a requirement is being satisfied.

Let us examine E in more detail from the perspec-
tive of three potential requirements: (a) application-
level QoS requirements of multiple heterogeneous traf-
fic flows, (b) node-level constraints on battery lifetime,
and (c) node-level constraints on LPI/LPD.

To define the network effectiveness component for
(a), we use the following procedure: First, list all
the T types of unicast/multicast applications, which
can possibly be running on the MANET (e.g., voice,
video stream, situation awareness data). Second, list
all the M application-level QoS metrics, denoted as
q , (q1,q2, . . . ,qM), which can possibly be of interest
(e.g., end-to-end packet loss rate, latency, jitter). Fi-
nally, for each application type i = 1,2, . . . ,T , list the set
of equality/inequality, soft/hard constraints on the QoS
metrics q and define a function f a

i (q) ∈ [0,1], which
translates this set of constraints into a single number,
such that f a

i (q) = 1 represents one extreme, where all
the constraints are satisfied, and f a

i (q) = 0 the other,
where all of them are violated or at least one hard con-
straint is violated. These QoS functions may be de-
fined according to particular QoS perception profiles,
or based on elementary mathematical functions. For
example, if M = 2, q1 is the latency, q2 is the jitter,
q1 < 3 is hard, and q2 = 0 is soft, then f a

i (q1,q2) =
u(3−q1) · exp(−αq2

2) is a reasonable definition, where
u(·) denotes the unit step function and α > 0 is a param-
eter that characterizes how soft the jitter constraint is.
Note that the above procedure is flexible in that it can
easily accommodate for new application types and re-
quirements that may emerge over time; all that is needed
are the new f a

i (q)’s.
To define the network effectiveness component for

(b), we consider two cases: If node i is on battery power,
let li ≥ 0 denote the projected remaining battery life-
time, assuming that the battery energy will be consumed
at its current rate. In addition, let f b

i (li) ∈ [0,1] be a
continuous, strictly increasing function of li satisfying
f b
i (0) = 0 and f b

i (li)→ 1 as li → ∞, so that f b
i (li)→ 1

implies that the projected remaining battery lifetime is
very long and f b

i (li) = 0 implies that the battery is dead.
If node i is on wall power, let f b

i (li) = 1, thus indicating
that it is never concerned with energy resources.

To define the network effectiveness component for
(c), we let f c

i ∈ [0,1] represent the inverse likelihood
that RF communications among node i and its neigh-
bors are intercepted/detected by hostile entities. There-

fore, f c
i = 1 implies negligible likelihood, due possibly

to it being far away from enemy territory or low RF
communication activities in its vicinity, and f c

i = 0 im-
plies extreme likelihood, due possibly to it being at the
frontline or high RF communication activities.

The functions f a
i (q)’s, f b

i (li)’s, and f c
i ’s defined

above represent the network effectiveness components
for (a), (b), and (c), respectively. Based on these com-
ponents, the network effectiveness during a given time
interval, E, can be defined as

E ,
∑A

j=1 wa
j f a

Tj
(q)+∑N

i=1 wb
i f b

i (li)+∑N
i=1 wc

i f c
i

∑A
j=1 wa

j +∑N
i=1 wb

i +∑N
i=1 wc

i
∈ [0,1],

where A is the number of applications that are running
during this time interval and Tj ∈ {1,2, . . . ,T} is the
type of application j. The quantities wa

j ’s, wb
i ’s, and

wc
i ’s are non-negative weights representing the relative

importance of various application-level QoS require-
ments and node-level constraints on battery lifetime and
LPI/LPD. For instance, wa

j is likely to be large when ap-
plication j involves commanders or is time-critical for
mission success; wb

i is likely to be large when node i
is strategically positioned or serving as the only rout-
ing node between two communicating subnets, thereby
making its battery power more precious than others; and
wc

i is likely to be large when the discovery of node i by
hostile entities would fail a mission.

To ensure that E is operationally meaningful to net-
work stakeholders, these weights w are assigned by the
policy-based control scheme, introduced in Section 2.
The formulation of Equation 2 is extremely flexible
in that requirements can easily be added or changed,
thereby handling both planned and unplanned changes
in the MANET.

4 Rapid Feedback
The fourth requirement of a satisfactory objective

function is that it must be implementable and optimiz-
able in practice. Our first challenge lies in the fact that
O and E as defined in Equation 1 and Equation 2 are not
readily implementable because none of the nodes in the
MANET have sufficient knowledge to compute them.
In fact, any network-level performance measure is, by
definition, a global notion that cannot be computed by
individual nodes based solely on local information; ad-
ditional communication and feedback activities must be
conducted to enable such computations.

Moreover, an additional challenge to overcome is
the fact that a MANET that adapts its behavior based on
feedback on O and E operates like a closed-loop control
system with feedback delays. (Essentially, the nodes
that can control the MANET are not the same nodes
as those who can observe the effectiveness.) Feedback



delays may lead to significant performance degradation,
or worse, instability. Therefore, performance feedback
generally needs to be as rapid as possible.

To solve this challenge, Distributed averaging [1,
2, 6, 7, 8] can be used to determine O and E quickly.
This technique has the following property: Suppose a
network has N nodes and each node i observes a num-
ber xi. By using distributed averaging, each node i
can quickly compute the average 1

N ∑N
i=1 xi, despite not

knowing N or the network topology and even when xi
varies over time. Distributed averaging techniques are
applicable for our MANET environment because Over-
head and Effectiveness can both be cast into this form.

Although a number of distributed averaging algo-
rithms have been proposed, they are not specifically de-
veloped for wireless networks. In this paper, we present
a simple distributed averaging algorithm that exploits
the fact that wireless communications are broadcast in
nature, so that the rate of convergence is increased. To
describe this algorithm, let xi(k) represent the number
node i observes at time k and let x̂i(k) represent node
i’s estimate of the average 1

N ∑N
j=1 x j(k) at time k. Un-

der the algorithm, at each time k, one of the N nodes,
say, node I(k) broadcast its current estimate, x̂I(k)(k), to
its one-hop neighboring nodes. Each neighboring node
j, upon reception of the broadcast, computes its newest
estimate x̂ j(k +1) according to

x̂ j(k +1) = α
x̂ j(k)+ x̂I(k)(k)

2
+(1−α)x j(k +1),

where α ∈ (0,1) is a weighting factor. The above equa-
tion suggests that node j’s newest estimate is a weighted
sum of the pairwise average of node j’s current estimate
and node I(k)’s current estimate as well as node j’s
newest observation. Node I(k), on the other hand, com-
putes its newest estimate x̂I(k)(k + 1) based on a first-
order filter: x̂I(k)(k + 1) = α x̂I(k)(k)+ (1−α)xI(k)(k +
1). Finally, for every node ` that is not a one-hop
neighbor of node I(k), no computation takes place, i.e.,
x̂`(k + 1) = x̂`(k). Although we have yet to perform a
detailed study on the behavior of the above algorithm,
it is not difficult to see why the algorithm should yield
rapid convergence—every node uses all the information
it receives to update its estimate; no overheard informa-
tion is ever thrown away. One drawback of the algo-
rithm, however, is that it leads to steady-state errors, the
magnitudes of which depend on the value of α .

Figure 3 shows a distributed averaging result for a
wireless network with 100 nodes, located on a 10-by-10
rectangular grid. The result is obtained using the above
algorithm with α = 0.95 and with each node broadcast-
ing its latest estimate 10 times per second. Observe
that although xi(k)’s (the gray lines) change over time,

Figure 3. Distributed Averaging techniques enable
nodes to rapidly share information.

x̂i(k)’s (the red lines) manage to closely track the av-
erage 1

N ∑N
j=1 x j(k) (the black line). Also observe that

a delay factor of about a second is induced. One way
to decrease this delay is to either broadcast more fre-
quently or change the value of α .

Distributed averaging enables us to efficiently and
rapidly distribute performance feedback among the
nodes so that our objective function is both imple-
mentable and optimizable in practice.

4.1 Overhead
To cast the global network overhead O in Equa-

tion 1 into the distributed averaging form, let oi rep-
resent the overhead induced at node i during [t1, t2],
measured in unit seconds. Let τi represent the amount
of time the PHY layer of node i is busy transmitting
during [t1, t2]. (Listening need not be penalized.) Let
bi represent the Goodput at node i. Let Tb denote
the bit duration. Then the individual node overhead
oi = τi−biTb, and the global overhead is correctly for-
mulated as O = 1

N ∑N
i=1 oi.

Figure 4 demonstrates that o1 and o2 can be
summed to achieve the same result as in Equation 1.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show similar results for Multicast,
Retransmissions, and Forwarding respectively.

4.2 Effectiveness
Effectiveness E from Equation 2 can also be

cast into a form suitable for distributed averaging:
( 1

N ∑N
i=1 ei)/( 1

N ∑N
i=1 ai), where ei, and ai are known to

each node i.

Figure 4. Unicast Overhead. From Equation 1 we ex-
pect O = 1/2; by decomposing O into o1 and o2, we get
the same result.



Figure 5. Multicast is rewarded (negative) because mul-
tiple nodes measure a benefit, hence outweighing the
overhead.

Figure 6. Retransmission is costly because only one
transmission contributes to Goodput while repeat trans-
missions contribute only to overhead.

We have K applications, each with an associated
measure fk of how well its requirements are being met.
fk can be an arbitrarily complicated expression, pro-
vided that it is decomposable, i.e. each node can in-
dependently contribute to fk without requiring infor-
mation from other nodes. Intuitively, decomposability
means that each node who benefits from a transmission
can calculate its worth. To the best of our knowledge,
decomposability holds for most application types.

Decomposability can be expressed mathematically
as fk , ∑N

i=1 fik, where each fik indicates the value that
node i contributes to fk; if node i does not observe or
otherwise contribute to fk, then fik = 0. Intuitively, if
node i is the only receiver for the transmissions of a
particular application, then node i is the only node that
can calculate the effectiveness of those transmissions
for that application. If multiple nodes benefit from the
transmissions, then each contributes to fk.

Define also Aik as Aik = 1 if node i is the source for
application k, and Aik = 0 otherwise.

Figure 7. Forwarding is also costly.

Rewriting Equation 2, we get

E = ∑K
k=1 wk(∑N

i=1 fik)
∑K

k=1 wk(∑N
i=1 Aik)

=
1
N

(
∑N

i=1(∑
K
k=1 wi fik)

)
1
N

(
∑N

i=1(∑
K
k=1 wkAik)

)

Each node i can directly observe ei , ∑K
k=1 wi fik

and ai , ∑K
k=1 wkAik, demonstrating that E from Equa-

tion 2 can be cast into a form suitable for distributed
averaging. Note that ei and ai both need to be shared to
calculate the network-wide average of E.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we have described an approach to de-

signing and capturing a user-oriented objective function
that can be optimized in practice. We describe Policy-
based methods that capture the goals of multiple stake-
holders in a mathematically meaningful way. We de-
scribe how to construct an objective function that cap-
tures the tradeoff between overhead and effectiveness,
and can be implemented with rapid feedback for a per-
formance optimizer. One approach to optimizing global
network performance can be found elsewhere [5].
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